CITIZEN SCIENTIST
INSTRUCTIONS
SOIL AND FOLIAGE COLLECTION
Some Citizen Scientists are asked to collect soil and foliage
Soil will be collected in May, July and May 2023 and foliage
only in July

Top View:

Step 6: Soil Collection
1.Collect samples from no further than 3 m from the trunk
2.From the surface of ground, use a hand trowel or spade to
dig to a depth of 10 cm. Place that 10 cm soil section in a
Ziplock bag
3.Collect 10cm of soil from two other locations and place in the
same Ziplock bag (3 soil pits, placed in same bag)
4.Seal the bag and label with your name, the date, sample
location and tree number and tree type (ash or no ash)
5.Repeat soil collection for each tree participating in the study
and be sure to label each bag
6.Place samples in package and keep in a cool dry place until
they are mailed or dropped off to the Friends of the Muskoka
Watershed
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Step 7: Foliage Collection
Foliage collection may be inaccessible in some instances.
FOTMW staff may be able to help - please contact us.

1.Using garden snips or pole pruners, reach to the middle of
the crown and snip clusters of leaves or small conifer
branches (the new growth/ tips are required) from various
locations around the tree (i.e., three branches or leaf clusters)
2. Place three conifer branches or leaf clusters in a Ziplock
bag. Be sure to label Ziplock bag with your name, the date,
sample location, tree number and tree type (ash or no ash)
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for all participating trees
4.Place samples in package and store in a cool dark place until
they are mailed or dropped off to the Friends of the Muskoka
Watershed
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